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1.0 Executive Summary

Clemson University Department of Biological Sciences and Tile Council of North America Product Performance Testing Laboratory evaluated whether ceramic tile and Plastic Based Material (PBM) flooring support mold growth when exposed to fungal spores.

Mold grows in moisture-rich environments and requires only minimal sources of nutrition to support growth. It has long been identified to cause damage to buildings and construction materials and its presence in buildings has been connected to many major health concerns with various studies and reviews published on this matter.²

The method used to evaluate mold growth was ASTM G21-96 (2015).³ This test method is robust and is performed with minimal salts media and no nutrients. The test fungi have to utilize any carbon sources present in test specimens to support their growth. As the test setup provides no nutrients for the mold to grow, any growth is attributed to nutrients in the test specimen that support mold growth.

Testing was conducted on 25 PBM products that manufacturers⁴ advertise or claim to be waterproof, water resistant, or depict being used in areas where flooring gets wet.⁵ For 22 out of 25 products (88%), the manufacturers also disclaimed damage from mold or excessive moisture in the product warranties.⁶ The results of this study, including a total of three repetitions of all testing, show that 100% of the PBM products tested supported mold growth. The growth of fungi was observed on all surfaces on some PBM products and only on certain surfaces (top, bottom, or sides) on others. Such mold growth can release spores, mycotoxins, microbiological volatile

---

¹ PBM flooring described herein includes, but is not limited to, flooring products recognized in the marketplace as Resilient Floor Coverings, Luxury Vinyl Tile (LVT), Luxury Vinyl Plank (LVP), Wood Polymer Composite (WPC), Stone Polymer Composite (SPC), Clay Polymer Composite (CPC), and Rigid Core Board (RCB).
⁴ “Manufacturer” in the context of this report refers to any of the following: actual manufacturer, apparent manufacturer, or primary importer.
⁵ Claims of being waterproof or water resistant or depicted being used in areas where flooring gets wet were found by the authors in product literature or advertisements and have been archived using an internet archive “Wayback Machine.” [https://web.archive.org/](https://web.archive.org/).
⁶ Manufacturer warranties were examined for disclaimers regarding mold growth or problems due to excessive moisture for the products tested and have been archived.
organic compounds (MVOC’s) and other environmental toxicants to contaminate indoor air through a variety of mechanisms as detailed in Section 3.2. The ceramic tile tested did not support mold growth.

Given the possibility of material degradation and potentially serious health consequences from mold growth as detailed in Section 3.2, and the likelihood of damp and favorable conditions for mold growth as detailed in Section 3.3, a dry use-only caution, and/or warning regarding potential for mold growth, should be considered for products that perform similarly to those tested for this report. This is especially relevant given the exclusion for mold damage in many of the products’ warranties.
2.0 Introduction

This report describes an evaluation of PBM flooring and ceramic tile to support mold growth. Research was conducted on 25 PBM products collected from various sources and repeated a total of three times. These products were made by 16 PBM manufacturers. For comparison, representative specimens of ceramic tiles and glass were also included in the study.

The objectives of the study were (1) to determine whether PBM flooring supports mold growth, and (2) to compare mold growth on PBM flooring and ceramic tile to assess their relative performance. All analyses were conducted by the TCNA Product Performance Testing Laboratory.

In Section 3 of this report, a comprehensive background is provided, including reasons for the research. Section 4 and 5 detail the scope of study, sampling, and the research methodology. Results are discussed in Section 6 with a focus on the relevance of such and their potential health impact. In Section 7, conclusions are drawn from this research and information obtained from peer reviewed publications.
3.0 Background

3.1 Overview

Detailed in this section is a review of the consequences of mold growth in buildings from various peer reviewed studies. Additionally, factors supporting the growth of mold, relevant especially to the materials evaluated in this study, are also discussed.

3.2 Consequences

Mold and fungus growth have long been identified to cause damage to buildings and construction materials. Mold growth can result in issues ranging from surface discoloration and odor to serious mechanical failures and health concerns. While visible mold growth is always concerning, non-visible mold growth can be a larger concern as a hidden cause for issues including structural damage, material degradation, and sickness.

Various studies and reviews have been published on health effects due to mold in buildings with respiratory and allergic effects dominating the spectra of ailments. There have been many accounts of both minor and severe mold-induced health symptoms, including where researchers showed an epidemiologic association between pulmonary hemorrhaging in small children and water-damaged homes containing toxic fungi.

These ailments in part occur because mold releases spores into the air as a means of reproduction. In addition, cellular debris, such as cell wall material, can be released into the building environment and is a known allergen. Because of their small size (including submicron fragments) mold spores

---

and cellular debris can be invisible to the naked eye and travel freely through tiny cracks and crevices in flooring, to enter indoor air.\textsuperscript{13,14}

Studies have also shown that spores can be pushed into indoor air from sub-flooring layers by day-to-day activities, such as walking.\textsuperscript{15} This simple action can result in spores contaminating indoor living spaces and potentially growing upon other building materials that are good sources of nutrition in environments with high humidity (for example, wallpaper in the bathroom, nearby carpeted areas, and furniture). The health problems caused by these mold allergens can vary widely, differing from person to person, so occupants of a building with similar mold growth may report very different reactions.

Growth of fungi can also result in the release of environmental toxicants such as microbiological volatile organic compounds (MVOCs), which have been linked to sick building syndrome.\textsuperscript{16,17} These are organic compounds in a gaseous state that through gaseous diffusion will spread throughout a building. Additionally, enzymes produced by mold are capable of totally or partially breaking the ester linkages present in plasticizers (such as those used in PBM products) into more volatile components, which can then be released as VOC emissions into indoor air.\textsuperscript{18} Another study reported that emission of a dialkyl phthalate plasticizer is accelerated by the presence of mold growth.\textsuperscript{19} Further, plasticizers themselves have been reported to increase the adhesion of certain detriogenic mold to PVC, leading to biodegradation of the PVC.\textsuperscript{20}

In addition to MVOCs, some molds, under certain circumstances, produce mycotoxins, which can be serious allergens potentially causing respiratory diseases.\textsuperscript{21} In general, these compounds consist of large organic molecules that do not diffuse through the air in the same manner as MVOCs but rather are present in contaminated dust, debris or spores. Exposure to these toxins is most likely when areas with mold growth are disturbed.

3.3 Conditions favorable for mold growth

3.3.1 Dampness

Moisture that collects within the flooring, and layers beneath, presents a favorable environment for mold and fungi to grow. Moisture accumulation in indoor environments can stem from many sources, such as moisture transfer from outdoors, groundwater intrusion, and condensation in cold climates.\textsuperscript{22} Various studies have shown that regular indoor activities such as cooking, showering, and cleaning,\textsuperscript{23} and sporadic maintenance issues such as plumbing leaks,\textsuperscript{24} also can contribute to moisture accumulation with such moisture being absorbed into walls and subflooring.\textsuperscript{25,26} In addition to moisture from routine indoor activities, direct exposure to moisture may further create damp conditions supporting the growth of mold.

PBM flooring products claiming to be 100% waterproof were recently tested by the Tile Council of North America Product Performance Testing Laboratory and the Bishop Materials Laboratory


at Clemson University with all products allowing water to collect into and flow through the seams of the tested flooring materials.\textsuperscript{27}

When testing in accordance to EN 13553 over a 0.15 m$^2$ area, flow rates from 0.49L/hr to 7.54 L/hr were measured. Water was observed to leak through the seams, exiting the edges, and through the seams appearing on the back of the floor covering, thus wetting all layers of the product.

### 3.3.2 Source of nutrition

Mold is a saprobe, which means that mold can survive on non-living organic matter. Mold adsorbs nutrients by breaking down hydrocarbons. It is commonly known that in the presence of moisture, mold will grow on any organic building material such as paper, adhesives, resins etc., unless a mold control compound (such as bleach) is also present.\textsuperscript{28,29,30}

### 3.3.3 Effect of moisture and temperature on mold growth

It is widely reported that higher moisture levels and humidity promote the germination and growth of mold. Figure 3.3.3.1 provides growth rates and germination time as a function of relative humidity and temperature for \textit{Aspergillus sp.} spores to germinate and grow.\textsuperscript{31}

\begin{itemize}
\item \textsuperscript{27} Sanders, J, Spence, C, Standardized Waterproof Testing of Plastic Based Material Flooring (PBM Flooring), Bishop Materials Laboratory, Clemson University, November 2019.
\end{itemize}
Figure 3.3.3.1: Isopleths of mold germination and growth rate. Germination time in days (d) and growth rate in millimeter per day (mm/d)

Within limits, the more water that is present the faster mold will germinate and the faster it will grow. As can be seen in the isopleth, as dampness increases, the more quickly a mold problem can develop. From Figure 3.3.3.1, *Aspergillus sp.* spores will germinate on a material in conditions of 90% relative humidity and 30°C within a day.
4.0 Scope of Study

4.1 Overview

In this section, the materials, methods and sampling employed in this evaluation are detailed.

4.2 Sampling

4.2.1 Definition of PBM floor coverings

PBM flooring described herein includes, but is not limited to, flooring products recognized in the marketplace as Resilient Floor Coverings, Luxury Vinyl Tiles (LVT), Luxury Vinyl Planks (LVP), Vinyl Composition Tiles (VCT), and tiles comprised from Wood Polymer Composites (WPC), Stone Polymer Composites (SPC), Clay Polymer Composites (CPC), and Rigid Core Boards (RCB).

The American Society for Testing and Materials (ASTM) F141-12 standard for resilient floor covering defines resilient flooring to be “an organic floor surfacing material made in sheet or tile or formed in place as a seamless material of which the wearing surface is non-textile. The resilient floor covering classification by common usage includes, but is not limited to asphalt, cork, linoleum, rubber, vinyl, vinyl composition, and polymeric poured seamless floors. Resilient in this sense is used as a commonly accepted term, but does not necessarily define a physical property.”

4.2.2 PBM specimens

For this study, 25 PBM flooring specimens, from 16 manufacturers were collected from October 2018 to March 2019 from retail locations in South Carolina. These products were purchased based on the following criteria: (1) the product was easily obtainable, or (2) was popular among specialty flooring resellers, designers, and architects, or (3) reflected current or upcoming trends among floor coverings.

32 Products were available for local pickup in 14 days or less.
33 Products were advertised as “best sellers” with online retailers or were recommended by local retailers specializing in flooring.
34 Based on advertisements from online retailers, local retailers specializing in flooring, or observations from Surfaces Trade Show held in Las Vegas, Nevada 2019.
In total, eight rigid core, five SPC, one WPC, two interlocking non-rigid, one vinyl and eight glue down products were evaluated. All the products were advertised or claimed to be waterproof, water resistant, or depicted being used in areas where flooring gets wet. Of these, 22 of 25 products excluded damage from mold or excessive moisture in their warranty statements.

35 Claims of being waterproof, water resistant, or depicted being used in areas where flooring gets wet were found by the authors in product literature or advertisements and have been archived using an internet archive “Wayback Machine.” https://web.archive.org/.

36 Manufacturer warranties were examined for disclaimers regarding mold growth or problems due to excessive moisture for the products tested and have been archived.

Figure 4.2.2.1: Photograph of the PBM flooring products tested

4.2.3 Ceramic and glass tile specimens

Also included in the study were representative specimens of ceramic tiles and glass. These included porcelain tiles, wall tiles, glass tiles with and without mesh backing and float glass.
4.3 Limitation of study

Test results in this report only apply to the specimens tested. The results from these tests cannot necessarily be extrapolated to products currently in the marketplace. For further information, please refer to the disclaimer concerning this report located on page two.
5.0 Evaluation of Mold Growth

5.1 Overview

Testing to evaluate mold growth was performed per the ASTM G21-96 (2015) standard test method. The procedure described in this standard consists of preparing specimens for testing, inoculation of the specimens with fungal spores, exposure of inoculated specimens under conditions favorable to growth, and examination and rating for visual growth.

5.2 ASTM G21-96 (2015) methodology

ASTM G21-96 (2015) was used to evaluate the capacity of fungi to grow on the flooring materials. Aspergillus niger (ATCC 9642), Gliocladium virens (ATCC 9645), Chaetomium globosum (ATCC 6205), Aureobasidium pullulans (ATCC 15233) and Penicillium pinophilum (ATCC 11797) were used as the inocula.

Minimal salts media were prepared and poured into 150 mm x 25 mm sterile petri plates. The salts agar has no nutrients to support mold growth.

The specimens were cut into 50 mm x 50 mm squares, sterilized with 70% ethyl alcohol and dried for 24 hours. All five molds were separately inoculated onto potato dextrose agar plates and incubated at 29 ± 1°C and relative humidity ≥85% until the entire surfaces of the petri plates were covered with fungal hyphae. Then, a spore suspension of each fungal inoculum was prepared by washing the culture surface of each fungus with 10 ml of sterile water. The suspension was then transferred to respective sterile tubes containing sterile water. Tubes were shaken vigorously to separate the spores and break the spore clumps. A precipitate was obtained when the spore suspension was filtered and centrifuged. A final spore suspension was obtained by re-suspending the precipitate in sterile water. The concentration of the suspension was determined and adjusted to approximately $1 \times 10^7$ spores per ml using a counting chamber. Equal volumes of the resultant

---

spore suspensions were mixed together to obtain the final mixed spore suspension. This suspension was then transferred to a 50 ml spray bottle and used as the source of fungal inoculum for testing.

Each specimen was placed in the center of a petri dish containing nutrients salts agar prepared as instructed in the test method, inoculated, and then incubated for 28 days at 29 ± 1°C and relative humidity ≥85%. Specimens were examined and the growth rates determined using the mold index shown in Table 5.2.1. Growth observations were performed weekly.

A viability control was included for all tests to determine the viability of the fungal spores during the testing time. Whatman filter paper, which is a high source of carbohydrates, was used as the viability control. Also, a petri plate of minimal salts media was sprayed with fungal spores to confirm that the spores cannot germinate on it.

Table 5.2.1. Mold index according to ASTM G-21.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Observed mold growth</th>
<th>Index (rating)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>No growth</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Traces of growth (less than 10% coverage)</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Light growth (10-30% coverage)</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Medium growth (30-60%)</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Heavy growth (over 60% coverage)</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

5.3 Repeatability

In each test run, the top and sides of three specimens and the bottom and sides of three specimens for each product were tested. This testing was repeated twice for a total of three test runs over four and a half months to allow an assessment of repeatability. In all tests, the results repeated exactly (i.e., no variation in the mold growth as evaluated according to the index rating in Table 5.2.1).
6.0 Results and Discussion

6.1 Overview

The results of each test are detailed in this section. The severity and potential impacts of these results are also discussed.

6.2 Mold growth results

Table 6.2.1 presents the results from ASTM G21-96 (2015) testing. The extent of growth was judged by visual examination with the test specimens sorted into different categories in accordance with instructions in the standard procedure. Surfaces that were completely free from growth were given a rating of 0 (zero). Specimens with a rating of 1 showed weak traces of growth (<10% coverage), while specimens with a rating 2-4 showed clear evidence of growth (10–90% coverage). The ceramic tile specimens showed no growth.
Table 6.2.1: Summary of evaluation of mold growth on PBM flooring specimens

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Specimen ID</th>
<th>Top surface</th>
<th>Bottom surface</th>
<th>Sides</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>S1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S2</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S3</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S4</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S5</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S6</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S7</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S8</td>
<td>1 (edge)</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S9</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S10</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S11</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S12</td>
<td>1 (edge)</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S13</td>
<td>1 (edge)</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S14</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S15</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S16</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S17</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S18</td>
<td>1 (edge)</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S19</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S20</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S21</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S22</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S23</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S24</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S25</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
6.2.1 Mold growth

Mold was observed in various stages of growth and the specimens exhibited a wide range of germination times. Some specimens showed germination within a day with profuse growth in a week, while some specimens did not start showing mold growth until the last week of incubation. Well-developed sporulation was observed on all of the specimens, with those that exhibited early germination showing the highest sporulation. In some specimens, growth fibers could be clearly seen from the specimens to the agar. A typical example is shown in Figure 6.2.1.1.

![Image of mold growth](image)

**Figure 6.2.1.1:** Mold growth on S16

The results are discussed in the following sections based on the surface upon which the growth was seen.

6.2.2 Top surface

Of the 25 PBM products tested, 9 of the specimens exhibited growth on the top surface. The growth was not profuse and not spreading; it was mostly focused and dotted on the edges and isolated throughout the surface. Growth on the top surface is generally not a major concern as regular cleaning inhibits the colonization and spread of mold. Growth on the top surface is only a problem when regular cleaning is absent, which can lead to the mold spreading, causing odor, discoloration, and release of spores. This could occur in areas that are hard to reach, such as flooring beneath refrigerators, behind washer/dryer units, etc.
Figure 6.2.2.1: Mold growth on S3

Figure 6.2.2.2: Mold growth on S8

6.2.3 Bottom surface

Figures 6.2.3.1 - 6.2.3.5 are examples of specimens exhibiting mold growth on the bottom surface. Sixteen of the 25 PBM flooring products exhibited such mold growth. The growth ranged from 1-3 per the ASTM G21-96 (2015) rating scale. It was observed that the extent of growth depended on the type of bottom layer, with profuse growth observed on products that had a cork, or cork-like, bottom layer. Although mold on the bottom would be hidden under the flooring, spores and cellular debris from such mold can be transported to indoor air from day to day activities, such as walking on the floor as discussed in Section 3.2. Mold hidden in this fashion can be especially problematic during remediation projects due to the potential for a sudden release of potentially a large number of mold spores.
Figure 6.2.3.1: Mold growth on S5

Figure 6.2.3.2: Mold growth on S13

Figure 6.2.3.3: Mold growth on S16
6.2.4 Sides

Twenty-two of the 25 PBM products exhibited mold growth on the side surfaces where the core layer was exposed. On the side surfaces, growth was immediate, profuse, and sporulating with the inoculum germinating more quickly and more profusely than observed on the top and bottom surfaces. Again, differing rates of growth were observed on products with different materials. For those products with multiple layers, growth may have started in one layer, and if so, later spread to all layers.

As previously discussed in Section 3.2, inhalation of the spores (by humans or pets) can result in the development of allergies and other health problems. From the results of this study, mold growth in the sides or core layers presented the greatest concern; the growth was both profuse and had...
direct access to indoor air via the seams of the flooring. As already discussed, this is further exacerbated in that walking on the flooring can contaminate indoor air through movement of the flooring, potentially driving the spores into the living space.

**Figure 6.2.4.1:** Mold growth on S1

**Figure 6.2.4.2:** Mold growth on S3
Figure 6.2.4.3: Mold growth on S5

Figure 6.2.4.4: Mold growth on the core layer

Figure 6.2.4.5: Mold growth on S8
Figure 6.2.4.6: Mold growth on S11

Figure 6.2.4.7: Mold growth on S13

Figure 6.2.4.8: Mold growth on S15

Grey/green sporulating mold colonies growing on the core layer
6.3 Ceramic tile

Ceramic tile products did not exhibit mold growth on any of the surfaces tested.

Figure 6.3.1: Mold growth on ceramic tile (porcelain) – top and bottom surfaces
7.0 Conclusions

Testing showed that all 25 PBM flooring products, all of which were advertised or claimed to be waterproof, water resistant, or depicted being used in areas where flooring gets wet, supported mold growth. Of these, 22 out of 25 products excluded damage from mold or excessive moisture in their warranty statements. Mold growth rates from 1 to 4, per the ASTM G21-96 (2015) rating index, were observed, where top surfaces were found to support the least mold growth and the sides were found to support the most mold growth. As discussed in Section 6.2.4, mold growth on the sides is especially problematic as it can be profuse and sporulating and can directly contaminate indoor air. Growth was also observed on the bottom of more than half of the specimens tested, with such hidden mold able to grow without detection until levels of growth become obvious. Given the possibility of material degradation and potentially serious health consequences from mold spores, MVOC’s, mycotoxins, and other environmental toxicants resulting from mold growth as detailed in Section 3.2, and the likelihood of damp and favorable conditions for mold growth as detailed in Section 3.3, a dry use-only caution, and/or warning regarding potential for mold growth, should be considered for products that perform similarly to those tested in this report. This is especially relevant given the exclusion for mold damage in many warranties.